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Exat Solution of Ising Model on a Small-World Network
J. Viana Lopes, Yu. G. Pogorelov, J. M. B. Lopes dos Santos
Centro de Físia do Porto, Departamento de Físia,
Fauldade de Ciênias, Universidade do Porto, 4169-007 Porto Portugal
and R. Toral
Instituto Mediterraneo de Estudios Avanzados IMEDEA (CSIC-UIB).
Ed. Mateu Orla, Campus E-07122 Palma de Mallora (Spain).
We present an exat solution of a one-dimensional Ising hain with both nearest neighbor and
random long-range interations. Not surprisingly, the solution onrms the mean eld harater
of the transition. This solution also predits the nite-size saling that we observe in numerial
simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Physial interations are usually of limited range. Nev-
ertheless, there is a long history of study of the eet
of innite range interations in basi models of statisti-
al physis [1, 2℄. More reently, the work of Watts and
Strogatz [3℄ on small world networks brought renewed at-
tention to this question. Watts and Strogatz onsidered
a quantitative model that interpolates between a regular
lattie and a random one. They showed that the addition
of a small fration of random long range links an dra-
matially hange the onnetivity properties of the lat-
tie. In partiular, in a lattie of N nodes the averaged
hemial distane, that is the averaged minimum num-
ber of links between any two nodes, is of order O(lnN),
rather than O(N), as in a regular lattie, regardless of
the number pN of additional links (p > 0), provided N
is large enough. Clearly, this hange should be reeted
in the phenomenology of any physial models dened on
suh latties. Researhers were quik to grasp this op-
portunity and many physial models and proesses have
been onsidered in small-world networks, like ellular au-
tomata [4℄, diusion [5℄, neural networks [6℄, the spread
of disease [7℄, and many others [8℄.
The Ising model, the simplest paradigm of order-
disorder transitions, has been studied on small-world
networks in one dimension (1D) both numerially and
analytially [9, 10, 11, 12℄, and in 2D and 3D numeri-
ally [13℄. Some partial analyti results, based on the
use of the replia trik, were presented by Gitterman
[11℄ and Barratt and Weigt [10℄. They are, however,
ontraditory (Gitterman predits a ferromagneti phase
only for p ≥ 1/2) and, at any rate, these results do not
onstitute a full solution of the thermodynamis of the
model. There is a onsensus that the ferromagneti Ising
model has a mean-eld transition for any nite value of
p even in 1D, even though Hastings predits the our-
rene of anomalous saling of the mean-eld amplitudes
with p→ 0 [14℄. Dorogovtsev et al [15℄ presented a very
general disussion, for networks that are loally tree-like,
based on the solution of the Ising model on a Bethe lat-
tie [16℄.
In this work we present an expliit solution of the 1D
Ising model with additional random long-range bonds.
We are able to alulate not only the transition tem-
perature, but also the omplete thermodynamis at all
temperatures as a funtion of p and of the strength of
long range interations I (though in this paper we only
present the results for the free energy and spei heat,
in zero eld). The form of nite size saling orretions
to the thermodynamis an also be derived from our so-
lution.
The following Se. II presents a desription of our spe-
i model and the basi algorithm for its exat solution.
The ombinatorial treatment of its onstituents is given
is Se. III. In Se. IV we analyze the resulting ther-
modynamis and onlude on the mean-eld harater
of the ordering transition. Se. V shows how the nite
size saling properties an be obtained within the same
approah. Finally, the relation between our results and
those of Dorogovtsev et al is disussed in Se. VI.
II. THE MODEL
Watts and Strogatz originally onsidered a model in
whih the bonds of a regular lattie are rewired at ran-
dom with a probability p. It is widely believed that the
modied model, in whih random long range bonds, or
shortuts, are added to the regular lattie [7℄, is essen-
tially equivalent.
The atual model onsists of a hain of N Ising spins
σi, with nearest neighbor interations J (hain bonds)
and shortut interations I (long range bonds), both J
and I being positive, so that the Hamiltonian reads
H = −J
N−1∑
i=0
σiσi+1 − I
∑
(ij)∈S
σiσj − h
N−1∑
i=0
σi (1)
with σi = ±1 and periodi boundary onditions: σ0 =
σN . The set S ontains Nb = pN shortut pairs of spins,
and the last term aounts for the eet of external mag-
neti eld. We present in detail the solution of a version
of this model in whih the sites onneted by shortuts
are equally spaed in the regular lattie, a distane 1/2p
apart, but the shortuts are randomly arranged among
2these spins. The solution of theoriginal model, in whih
the 2pN sites are randomly distributed along the lattie,
turns out to be essentially the same, and some results
for this latter ase are also presented in the Appendix.
In either ase, the bond seletion is suh that no spin is
linked to more than one shortut.
We onsider a transformation from site variables to
bond variables, whih we formulate for a general Ising
model in zero magneti eld,
H = −
∑
(i,j)
Jijσiσj , (2)
where Jij an be hosen arbitrary (though in what fol-
lows they are only 0, J or I). The partition funtion for
temperature T = β−1 is given by
Z = Tr{σ} exp(β
∑
(i,j)
Jijσiσj) (3)
= Tr{σ}
∏
(i,j)
exp(βJijσiσj).
We an use the known identity
exp(βJijσiσj) = coshβJij (1 + σiσj tanhβJij) (4)
and then represent the latter fator as a sum in a disrete
bond variable bij = 0, 1:
1 + σiσj tanhβJij =
∑
bij=0,1
(σiσj tanhβJij)
bij , (5)
to write the partition funtion as
Z =

∏
(i,j)
coshβJij


(6)
×Tr{σ}
∑
{b}
∏
(i,j)
(σiσj tanhβJij)
bij . (7)
When we trae over any spin variable σi, in a produt
with xed onguration {b} of bond variables bij , we get
zero if the ith spin multipliity in this produt,
∑
j bij ,
is odd and a fator of 2 if it is even. Therefore we an
trae over the spin variables to obtain
Z = 2N

∏
(i,j)
coshβJij


(8)
×
∑
{b}
∏
(i,j)
(tanhβJij)
bij , (9)
where the sum over {b} is restrited to ongurations
with only even
∑
j bij for all i.
As an example, we an derive from Eq. (9) the partition
funtion of the Ising hain (Jij = J , for nearest neigh-
bors). Sine eah spin there has only two bonds, this
implies that either bij = 0 for all the bonds or bij = 1
for all the bonds, and these two alternatives ontribute
in the partition funtion
Zchain = (2 coshβJ)N
(
1 + tanhN βJ
)
(10)
as expeted.
The restrition of the sum in Eq. (9) to ongurations
suh that
∑
j bij is even, allows a redution of the number
of required variables. If the site i has no shorut bonds,
then this ondition redues to bi−1,i+bi,i+1 being an even
number, that is, bi−1,i = bi,i+1 (sine bij = 0, 1). On
the other hand, if i is a shorut site, with an assoiated
additional bond variable, the sum in Eq. (9) gets only
nonvanishing ontributions when bi−1,i = bi,i+1, if the
additional bond variable is 0, or when bi−1,i = 1− bi,i+1,
if the additional bond variable is 1. In any ase, the
knowledge of one hain bond variable (say b0,1) and the
shorut variables is enough to determine all the terms
that give a nonzero ontribution to Eq. (9). Hene, the
partition funtion an be written as an unrestrited sum
over b0,1 and Nb shorut bond variables whih, in order
to simplify notation, we denote simply by b0, b1, . . . , bNb :
Z = ZchaincpNI
∑
{b0,...,bNb}
t
L[b]
J t
M [b]
I (11)
where cI ≡ coshβI, tJ ≡ tanhβJ , tI ≡ tanhβI,
M =
∑n
i=1 bi is the number of shortut bonds with b = 1,
and L the number of hain bonds with b = 1. We alu-
late it as follows: given a onguration of Nb shortuts
and a hoie of M from them with bi = 1, the hain gets
divided into 2M segments between onseutive spins on-
neted to one of M bonds. These segments have lengths
l1, . . . , l2M . When b0 = 0, the value L[b] is the sum of
even lengths, l2+ l4+ . . .+ l2M . Otherwise, it is the sum
of the odd ones, l1 + l3 + . . .+ l2M−1.
Our solution is based on the observation that Eq. (11)
permits expliit separation of two extensive thermody-
namial variables L[b] and M [b] (both being O(N)) from
Nb mirosopi variables bi. The latter only dene a tem-
perature independent prefator Ω(M,L) at the produt
tLJ t
M
I with given L and M . A similar situation (but with
a single variable tLJ ) was already addressed by Saul and
Kardar for the problem of Ising spin glasses [17℄. In-
stead of numerial proedure for the prefator employed
in Ref. [17℄, we are able here to alulate analytially the
sum over all the bond ongurations in Eq. (11). Denot-
ing Ω(M,L) = exp[S(M,L)] the number of hoies of M
segments with a xed value of L, we get
Z = ZchaincpNI
∑
b0
∑
M,L
exp(S − L/ξJ −M/ξI), (12)
where ξJ = 1/ ln (1/tJ) is the Ising hain orrelation ra-
dius and ξI = 1/ ln (1/tI).
The ruial property of the exponential funtion un-
der sum in Eq. (12) is that it has, as will be seen below,
an extremely sharp maximum at some marosopially
3great values of L and M . This redues the alulation of
its ontribution to the free energy, F = −T lnZ, to the
logarithm of its maximum. The latter turns out to be
O(N) and thus a self-averaging quantity, that is oinid-
ing, for (almost) any random realization of the disordered
system, with its average value [18℄.
Passing to the intensive thermodynamial variables l ≡
L/N, n ≡ M/Nb, and to the intensive funtion s(l, n) =
S(L,M)/N , we rewrite Eq. (12) as
Z = 2ZchaincpNI
∑
l,n
exp[N (s− l/ξJ − pn/ξI)], (13)
and in the thermodynami limit N → ∞ the sum on-
verts into integral whih an be done by steepest de-
sent. The values b0 = 0 and 1 give idential ontri-
butions, hene the fator 2. The free energy per spin is
f = F/N = −(T/N) lnZ = −(T/N) lnZ0Za = f0 + fa,
where
f0 = −T [ln(2 coshβJ) + p ln coshβI] (14)
and the anomalous term fa (if exists, see below) is given
by simple minimization with respet to l and n of the
following funtion
f(l, n) = T [−s(l, n) + l/ξJ + pn/ξI ]. (15)
The task that remains is to alulate the ongurational
entropy s(l, n) ≡ lnΩ(L,M)/N (for L,M = O(N)).
III. COMBINATORICS OF BONDS
The alulation of Ω(L,M) an be formulated in the
following way.
We are given a hain of N sites {0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1}
with periodi boundary onditions. The shortut sites
are evenly spaed forming a regular lattie with oordi-
nates {d, 2d, . . . , N}, where d = 1/2p. A number pN of
shortuts onnet pN pairs, randomly hosen from these
sites. If we hoose M of these bonds (those for whih
b = 1) from the total of pN , the orresponding shortut
sites (the lled dots in Fig. (1)) will have oordinates,
in inreasing order {r1, r2, . . . , r2M} ⊆ {d, 2d, . . . , N}.
These site oordinates will divide the lattie into 2M
segments of lengths dl1, . . . , dl2M where
li =
ri − ri−1
d
, i 6= 1, (16)
l1 =
N − r2M + r1
d
,
and
∑2M
i=1 li = N/d. Then Ω(L,M) is the number of
possible hoies of the M bonds suh that
l2 + l4 + l6 + . . .+ l2M = L/d. (17)
ri−1 ri ri+1 ri+2
l2k−1 l2k l2k+1 l2k+2 l2k+3
Figure 1: Ω(L,M) is the number of possible hoies of M
bonds, terminating in lled dots, from pN xed bonds, whih
have a given value of the sum l2 + l4 + . . .+ l2M = L.
We are asking in how many ways one an di-
vide the interval [0, N/d] into 2M + 1 integer lengths,
{l1, . . . , l2M+1}, where only l2M+1 may be zero, so that
even lengths are summed to
l2 + l4 + . . .+ l2M = L/d. (18)
Then, learly, the odd lengths should sum to
l1 + l3 + . . .+ l2M+1 =
N − L
d
. (19)
Therefore Ω(L,M) is just the number of ways of dividing
the interval [0, L/d] into M segments of integer length,
times the number of ways of dividing [0, (N −L)/d] into
M + 1 integer segments (the last of them possible to be
zero):
C
(N−L)/d
M C
L/d−1
M−1 (20)
(where Cnm = n!/[m!(n−m)!], a binomial oeient).
Note, however, that our hoie of 2M oordinates
{r1, . . . , r2M} is onstrained by the the fat that the orig-
inal problem has bonds onneting pairs of sites qk,qm.
Therefore, if qk ∈ {r1, . . . , r2M} so must qm. To take this
fat into aount, we multiply the previous fator by the
normalizing fator,
CpNM /C
2pN
2M , (21)
whih refers to the self-averaging property in the ther-
modynami limit: that (almost) all possible pairings be-
tween the sites {d, 2d, . . . , N} give the same Ω(L,M).
Considering Eq. (11), we express
Ω(L,M) = C
2p(N−L)
M C
2pL−1
M−1 C
pN
M /C
2pN
2M (22)
At this point it is important to speify the variation
range for the variables L and M. Clearly, 0 < M < pN .
On the other hand, sine eah ri− ri−1 measures at least
d = 1/2p, we must have 2pL ≥ M and pN − 2pL ≥ M ,
i.e. the before dened intensive variables n = M/pN and
l = L/N should belong to the triangle
n ≤ 2l, n ≤ 1− 2l 0 ≤ n ≤ 1, (23)
shown in Fig. (2).
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Figure 2: Trajetories of the maxima of the exponent in
Eq.(13) in the domain {l, n}, as temperature varies from
T = 0 (entral point), to Tc (lateral verties, b0 = 0 or b0 = 1)
at partiular hoies of parameters: 1) p = 0.01, I = 1; 2)
p = 1/2, I = 1; 3) p = 0.1, I = 0.1; 4) p = 1/2, I = 0.1. For
eah temperature there are two equal ontributions to free
energy resulting from b0 = 1, 0.
For our purposes, all that will be required is the leading
O(N) term in lnΩ(L,M). Using Stirling's formula
n! ≈
√
2pin
(n
e
)n
, (24)
we arrive at
lnΩ(L,M) = Ns(l, n) (25)
with
s(l, n) = p [(2− 2l) ln (2− 2l) + 2l ln(2l)
+(1− n) ln(1− n)− n lnn
− (2l− n) ln (2l − n)
− (2− 2l− n) ln (2− 2l − n)] , (26)
(dropping the terms O(lnN)).
In order to onrm the basi assumption of self-
averaging, involved in the alulations leading to
Eq. (26), we performed multianonial Monte Carlo sim-
ulations on the variables l and n. For the sampling prob-
ability distribution of a state i (haraterized by a set of
values for the variables {b}) we used pi = 1/Ω(Li,Mi).
The Monte Carlo move is given by:
• From an initial state i, propose a new state j, dif-
fering from i by the value of a randomly hosen
bond (with probability 1/Nb).
• Aept the new state with the usual probability
Wij = min(1,Ω(Li,Mi)/Ω(Lj,Mj)).
This proedure ensures (by detailed balane and ergod-
iity of the algorithm) that the asymptotial sampling
probability is pi. The asymptotial histogram of frequen-
ies in an (l, n) point should, then, be given by,
H(l, n) ∝ Ωα(L,M) 1
Ω(L,M)
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Figure 3: Histogram of ourrenes of l values for several
xed values of n, obtained in multianonial simulations with
the entropy of Eq. (26) as sampling distribution for a sample
with p = 1/4 and N = 512.
where Ωα(L,M) is the atual number of states, with
given (L,M), of the sample that we are using in the sim-
ulation. If Ωα(L,M) = Ω(L,M), the histogram should
be at in all the range of (l, n).
The orresponding histograms (shown in (Fig. (3), for
a single disorder realization) are indeed quite at , on-
rming that the entropies we alulated are apparently
exat in the thermodynami limit and very aurate
for the moderate tested sizes. Reall that Ω(L,M) ∝
exp(Ns(l, n)) and, for large N , even small deviations
of lnΩα(L,M) from S(l, n), would result in simulations
with do not over the entire spetrum, as ours do.
IV. THERMODYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR
The neessary onditions for that the exponent in
Eq. (13) is maximum: ∂f(l, n)/∂n = ∂f(l, n)/∂l = 0,
dene from Eq. (26) the following equations for the o-
ordinates n∗ and l∗ of this maximum
n∗(1− n∗)
(2− 2l∗ − n∗)(2l∗ − n∗) = tI (27)
(2l∗ − n∗)(1− l∗)
l∗(2− 2l∗ − n∗) = t
d
J
(d ≡ 1/2p). These equations are easily solved:
l∗ =
1− tdJ − 2tItdJ
(1− tdJ )2 − 4tItdJ
, (28)
n∗ = l∗
(
1 +
tI − tdJ
1 + tI
)
(29)
and, for tI , tJ varying with temperature, these are para-
metri equations for a ertain trajetory of the maximum
of the exponent in the n, l plane (within the admissible
range, Eq. (23)). At zero temperature, when tI = tJ = 1,
5it loates at l∗ = 1/2, n∗ = 1/2 (the entral point in
Fig. 2), orresponding to the maximum ongurational
entropy s(l, n). As T inreases, the maximum moves to-
wards the origin n = l = 0 (or to n = 0, l = 1), as shown
in Fig. (2). The trajetory reahes the very origin at a
nite temperature T = Tc, given by the ondition
tdJ(1 + 2tI) = 1. (30)
It is important to notie that below this ritial temper-
ature, when the redued temperature t ≡ T/Tc−1 is non
zero (t < 0), no matter how small |t| is, the oordinates of
maximum (l∗, n∗) Eqs. (28, 29), are also nite: l∗, n∗ ∼
|t|. Hene the orresponding numbers L∗ = l∗N and
M∗ = pn∗N are marosopi: L∗,M∗ = O(N). On the
other hand, the width of the maximum, estimated from
the seond derivatives ∂2s/∂l2
∣∣
l∗,n∗
∼ ∂2s/∂n2
∣∣
l∗,n∗
∼
1/l∗, is O(
√
l∗/N) and tends to zero in the thermody-
nami limit, that is the probability distribution in maro-
sopi variables l, n tends to a δ-funtion with an ampli-
tude whih an only depend on marosopi parameters
of long range links (p and I) but not on their spei
realization. This justies the above used assumption of
self-averaging for the probability distribution and relates
it to the known self-averaging property for observable
values [18℄.
Above Tc, the maximum of the exponent in Eq. (13)
goes away from the physial region, Eq. (23), while its
highest value in this region is zero, attained at the ori-
gin. Hene the last fator of the Eq. (13) turns O(1),
and it gives no ontribution to the free energy in the
thermodynami limit. Therefore the free energy above
Tc is simply f0, Eq. (14), but it gets an extra term below
Tc: f0 + fa, where fa is given by Eq. (15) with l and n
given by Eqs. (28) and (29). These equations ombined
provide a omplete desription of the thermodynamis of
the model at all temperatures in zero eld.
The dependene of transition temperature Tc, dened
from Eq. (30), on the system parameters p, J , and I an
be easily analyzed in harateristi limits.
If shortut bonds are muh stronger than hain bonds,
then for any nite p and I → ∞, ritial temperature
tends to a nite value: Tc → J/(artanh9−p). Sine
shortut spin pairs in this limit should be onsidered
as single spins, the above value denes also the transi-
tion temperature for a random graph with onnetivity
4 made of Ising hains of length d = 1/2p. In the limit
of small onentration, p ≪ 1, this ritial temperature
Tc turns small ompared to J , the energy sale for Ising
hain:
Tc =
2J
ln[1/(p ln 3)]
, (31)
and suh I-independent behavior holds as well for mod-
erate shortut strength (unless I is too small: I ≪
J/| ln(p ln 3)|). At last, in the limit where the shortuts
are muh weaker than the hain bonds, pI ≪ J , we have
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Figure 4: Behavior of the ritial temperature (in units of J)
as a funtion of I for several values of the onentration p of
shortuts
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Figure 5: Spei heat obtained by Monte Carlo simulations
for 4 sizes of samples, with p = 1/4 and I = 1 in omparison
with the theoretial urve (∞). Inset shows the ollapse of
the 4 urves when plotted in funtion of tN1/2.
within logarithmi auray
Tc =
2J
ln[Tc/(2pI)]
≈ 2J
ln{J/[pI ln(J/pI)]} . (32)
The above relations dene the system phase diagram
in p, I, T variables, as shown in Fig. 4.
It is of interest to ompare these formulas to the -
nite ritial temperatures, resulting from breaking down
the Mermin-Wagner theorem for a 2D Heisenberg mag-
net in presene of (small) anisotropy ∆J ≪ J : Tc ≈
Jz/ ln(Tc/∆J) (z the oordination number). They an
be also referred to the perolation threshold pc for the
one-state limit of Potts model [19℄: Tc = 2J/ ln(1− pc).
The non-trivial thermodynamis follows from the ob-
servation that lose to the ritial point, 0 < −t ≪ 1,
both variables l and n are O(|t|), while the trajetory
n(l) reahes the origin with asymptoti slope dn/dl →
4/(1/tI + 2) < 4/3, that is, always within the triangle,
Eq. (23). Using Eqs. (28) and (29), the additional term
6fa in the free energy an be simplied to:
fa = Tp ln
(2− 2l∗ − n∗)2
(1− n∗) (2− 2l∗)2 , (33)
and its leading terms in the ritial region are learly
of order O(t2). Hene the spei heat per spin, cv =
−T∂2f/∂T 2, has a nite jump ∆C at the ritial point.
As an example we present in Fig. (5) the alulated exat
spei heat for p = 1/4 and I = J , together with the re-
sults of simulations on samples of various sizes. This be-
havior permits to lassify the onsidered transition as se-
ond order mean-eld-like, with ritial exponent α = 0.
In the ase of p≪ 1 with Tc given by Eq. (31), the jump
is proportional to p3 ln2(p ln 3), and is also independent
of the shortut bond strength I. When the shortuts
are muh weaker that the hain bonds, pI ≪ J , with
Tc by Eq. (32), we nd the spei heat disontinuity
proportional to p(I/J)2 ln4(J/pI). The above results in-
diate a non-analyti deay of this mean-eld amplitude
at p → 0, spei for the onsidered 1D system. It is of
interest to ompare this to a power law divergene in p of
the mean-eld amplitudes for systems where a seond or-
der transition at non-zero temperature exists in absene
of long-range links [14℄.
V. FINITE SIZE SCALING
It was shown that the self-averaging property invoked
for our alulation of Ω(L,M) is true in the thermo-
dynami limit, and atness of the histograms in the
multianonial simulations suggests that the alulated
Ω(L,M) is aurate (see Fig. (3)). Nevertheless, there
are visible deviations from atness near the edges of the
spetrum, whih diminish with growing system size N .
One an therefore ask whether our solution also ontains
the orret nite size saling properties of this model.
To answer this question, the numerial sum of Eq. (12)
was performed for dierent temperatures. The fatorials
were substituted by the Stirling's approximation and the
spei heat was then obtained by numerial dierentia-
tion. The omparison between the two independent al-
ulations is presented in Fig. (6). Despite the fat that
the Monte Carlo simulation was made for a unique sam-
ple (without disorder averaging), the agreement between
these alulations is very good.
To derive the analyti form of the nite size saling
funtion, we approximated the sum in Eq. (12) by an
integral in the intensive variables l and n. Then, after
the hange of variables (l, n) → (l, u) where u = n/l,
the partition funtion for a nite size N of the sample
beomes
ZN = exp[−βN(f0 + fa)]ZFSS (34)
where
ZFSS = N
2pip
∫ +∞
0
dl
∫ 2
0
du g(l, u) exp(pN h(l, u)) (35)
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Figure 6: Comparison between the Monte Carlo simulation
for a sample of N = 8192 and p = 1/4, the numerial sum
Eq. (12) and the analytial result (beause of the small sizes
it was neessary to inlude orretions of O(N−1/4) to the
nite size saling).
denes the ontributions ∼ O(N−1 lnN) into free energy
f , with
g(l, u) =
√
2(1− l)
(2− l(2 + u))(2− u) (36)
and
h(l, u) = 2(1− l) ln
(
1− l
1− l∗
)
+ (1− ul) ln
(
1− ul
1− u∗l∗
)
− (2− u)l ln
(
2− u
2− u∗
)
− ul ln
( u
u∗
)
− (2− l(2 + u)) ln
(
2− l(2 + u)
2− l∗(2 + u∗)
)
. (37)
The funtion h(l, u) has a maximum at (l∗, u∗). When
T → T−c , we have l∗ → 0+ and u∗ → 2/[1 +
coth(βcI)/2] < 4/3.
The integral in the Eq. (35) is dominated by the viin-
ity of the maximum. To obtain the leading order terms in
1/N and t we may expand h(l, u) around the maximum,
h(l, u) ≈ −c1(l − l∗)2 − c2l(u− u∗)2 (38)
with denite onstants c1,2 ∼ O(1), and replae g(l, u)
by g(0, u∗). With suitable hange of variables we obtain
ZFSS(ζ) ≈ N
1/4
k1
∫ ∞
0
dx
∫ (2/u∗−1)y∗
−y∗
dy e−(x−k2ζ)
2−xy2
(39)
were ζ = tN1/2, y∗ ∝ N1/4, and the onstants k1,2are
related to c1,2. Sine the nite size saling limit is N →
∞ and t → 0 (at xed ζ < 0), the limits of integration
in y tend to innity and we get
ZFSS(ζ) ≈
√
piN1/4
k1
∫ ∞
0
e−(x+k2ζ)
2
dx√
x
. (40)
7This leads to a orretion in the additional free energy:
fa → fa − Tc t
2
ζ2
lnZFSS(ζ), (41)
and, sine fa is also proportional to t
2
, the saling form
for the spei heat beomes:
CN (T )
C∞(T )
= c(tN1/2). (42)
Thus the spei heat urves for nite size systems,
CN (T ), when saled by C∞(T )and plotted as a funtion
of tN1/2, should ollapse to a single urve. The results
of the Monte Carlo simulations are onsistent with this
predition (see the inset of Fig. (5)). An exellent aor-
dane between the analyti behavior and the results of
diret summation in Eq. (12) and of MC simulations is
shown in Fig. 6.
A similar saling is observed in the suseptibility (not
shown here) and has been observed by other authors in
1D [12℄ and also in 2D and 3D [13℄, (where N = Ld, is
the number of spins, not the linear dimension L of the
lattie).
This is the expeted form of saling for a situation in
whih the dimensionality is greater than the upper rit-
ial dimension and hypersaling is violated [20℄. It is
observed in all these small world models for any dimen-
sion of the underlying regular lattie [12, 13℄. A similar
steepest desent solution probably applies also in all these
ases.
VI. RELATION TO BETHE LATTICE
APPROACH
The loal environment of a spin in our model looks
like the Cayley tree in Fig. (7). The vertial links are
shortuts (of strength I) and the longer ones segments
of the 1D hain, ontaining d = 1/2p links of strength J .
Sine a shortut from a given spin has an equal hane of
linking it to anywhere in the lattie we do not expet to
nd losed loops until we go O(lnN) links away. Based
on this insight, Dorogovtsev et. al [15℄ developed a de-
sription of the Ising model on suh latties based on the
Bethe lattie solution. Their detailed results (namely for
Tc) are not diretly appliable to our latties (whih are
not maximally random beause of the strong orrelation
between shortut sites). But their insight ertainly is,
and, sine our results are not based on the Bethe lat-
tie solution, and our lattie has a well dened thermo-
dynami limit, it is interesting to onsider the relation
between the two approahes.
In a Bethe lattie there is only one path to link two
spins, as a result the orrelation funtion is of 1D har-
ater. Therefore, the orrelation between any two spins
〈σ0σr〉 deays exponentially with the distane at any -
nite temperature (even at Tc). But the number of spins
σr at a given distane, r, from a given one, Ns(r), grows
Figure 7: The Bethe lattie that desribes the loal envi-
ronment of any spin in the model: shortuts (double lines)
between the sites divide the Ising hain into equal segments
with d (here d = 3) hain bonds (single lines).
exponentially with distane, not as a power law, as in
a regular lattie. The funtion 〈σ0σr〉Ns(r) has a deay
length that diverges at the ordering temperature of the
Bethe lattie. It is straightforward to derive the exat
transition temperature of a Bethe lattie of oordination
q, βcJ = ln (q/(q − 2)) /2, from this ondition.
In our model the hemial distane between two spins
an be taken as L′+M where M is the number of short-
uts and L′ ≥M the number of 1D hain segments with
d bonds eah, whih onnet these spins. Then the 1D
orrelator is
〈σ0σ(L′,M)〉 = eL
′d ln tJ+M
′ ln tI
(43)
The total number of spins with this separation from a
given one, is
Ns(L
′,M) = 2MCL
′
M , (44)
therefore
〈σ0σ(L′,M)〉Ns(L′,M) = e−κ(x,T )(L
′+M), (45)
where the deay onstant κ(x, T ), with x ≡ L′/(L′+M),
is
κ(x, T ) = (1 − x) ln(1 − x) + (2x− 1) ln(2x− 1)−
(1 − x) ln 2− x ln x
−x ln tdJ − (1− x) ln tI (46)
Minimizing κ(x, T ) with respet to x, we nd that this
minimum value κ(T ) = minx κ(x, T ) dereases with tem-
perature and turns zero just at T = Tc given by Eq.(30).
At any temperature above Tc the funtion in Eq. 45 de-
ays exponentially and there is no possibility of long
range order. In the language of the Bethe lattie, the
ourrene of an extra term in the free energy below Tc,
expresses the eet of boundaries, whih is never negligi-
ble, no matter what the lattie size is, when the funtion
in Eq. 45 does not deay with distane.
8The nite size saling for this Bethe lattie again or-
responds to the above referred situation when the hyper-
saling relations are violated and the nite size orre-
tions are not determined by the length that haraterizes
the deay of orrelation funtions. In fat, we have ar-
gued above that the spin-spin orrelation funtion deays
exponentially with the distane measured on the equiva-
lent Bethe lattie, i.e. with the hemial distane on the
original lattie. Thus, for the instane of I = J , we have
ξ = −1/ ln tJ and
〈σ0σ(L′,M)〉 = e−
L′d+M
ξ . (47)
It is well known that the hemial distane between any
two randomly hosen spins is of order O(lnN) so the
orrelation between two spins at a distane of order N
along the 1D hain is at least of order N−1/ξ; it does
not deay exponentially with N as the lattie and the
distane between spins grow.
One interesting question that remains unanswered is
whether one an modify the model in order to eetively
be at or below the upper ritial dimension, and therefore
observe a non mean-eld behavior.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have been able to derive an exat so-
lution of an Ising model on a lattie with long range dis-
ordered interations. This solution expresses the free en-
ergy in terms of the density of states as a funtion of two
marosopi variables of order O(N), whih therefore is
self-averaging. Hene no disorder averaging is required in
this approah. We obtained the thermodynamis in the
N →∞ limit and also the nite size saling behaviour.
VIII. APPENDIX
The model in whih the positions of the shortut sites
are randomly hosen an be solved along the same lines
of the model onsidered in the main text. We denote the
oordinates of the shortut sites, in inreasing order, by
{q1, q2, . . . , q2pN} with q1 > 0 (allowing for q2pN = 0) .
The distanes between onseutive sites are
di = qi − qi−1, i 6= 1,
d1 = N − q2pN + q1 (48)
so that
∑2pN
i=1 di = N . If we hoose M bonds (those for
whih b = 1) from the total of pN , the orresponding
shortut sites {r1, r2, . . . , r2M} ⊆ {q1, q2, . . . , q2pN} will
divide the lattie into 2M segments of lengths l1, . . . , l2M
where
li = ri − ri−1, i 6= 1,
l1 = N − r2M + r1, (49)
and
∑2M
i=1 li = N . Then Ω(L,M) is the number of possi-
ble hoies of the M bonds suh that
l2 + l4 + l6 + . . .+ l2M = L. (50)
We dene
Ω(L,M) = Ω(M)P (L|M), (51)
where Ω(M) is the number of hoies ofM shortuts with
b = 1 from a total of pN (Ω(M) = CpNM ), and P (L|M)
is the probability that any suh hoie of M bonds will
selet L hain bonds with b = 1.
It should be stressed again that, for a given realiza-
tion of disorder, this probability must be alulated in
the event spae onsisting of the hoies of M shortuts
from the spei set of pN random shortuts. However,
it follows from the self-averaging property in the thermo-
dynami limit that any statistially signiant ongura-
tion of shortuts leads to the same probability P (L|M).
In that ase we an alulate it, enlarging the spae of
events to inlude all the ongurations of shortuts.
We are therefore led to ask in how many ways one an
hoose 2M sites, {q1, q2, . . . , q2M} ⊆ {1, . . . , N−1}, suh
that the sum of even lengths in this series is l2+ l4+ l6+
. . .+ l2M = l. We have seen above that it is given by
CN−LM C
L−1
M−1 (52)
Sine the total number of suh hoies is CN2M , we have
P (l|s) = CN−LM CL−1M−1/CN2M , (53)
so that
Ω(L,M) = CpNM C
N−L
M C
L−1
M−1/C
N
2M . (54)
With the same denitions as above we get
s(l, n) = −pn(lnn/4)− p(1− n) ln(1− n)
+ (1− 2pn) ln(1− 2pn)
− (1− l − pn) ln(1− l − pn)
− (l − pn) ln(l − pn)
+ (1− l) ln(1− l) + l ln l, (55)
The equation for the transition temperature is
tJ (1 + 4ptI) = 1 (56)
with the harateristi limits
Tc =
2J
ln(1/2p)
, p≪ 1, I > J
ln(1/2p)
,
Tc =
2J
ln (Tc/2pI)
pI ≪ J. (57)
The resulting thermodynami behavior is essentially the
same as in the model onsidered in the main text.
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